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The Honorable Senate Clerk
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Dear Sir:

In accord with Chapter 733 of the Acts of 1966, we are pleased
to enclose in accord with Section 3B thereof the results of our in-
vestigation on noise abatement and rules affecting the health, quiet
and safety of New York, Chicago and Washington.

This study was basically prepared by the Authority’s aviation
staff. It is, I am sure you will understand, technical in nature. Any
questions that you or any of the honorable Senate or House mem-
bers have relative to this will be most welcome.

We will be pleased at any time to discuss this study or an-
swer any questions that anyone interested in this or any other
reader may have.

Sincerely,

Edward J. King
Executive Director
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INVESTIGATION AND STUDY OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
PORT AUTHORITY REQUIRED BY SECTION 3B OF

CHAPTER 733 OF THE ACTS OF 1966

By direction of the General Court of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, under Chapter 733, an Act “Changing the Harbor
Line on the Northerly Side of Boston Harbor”, Section 3B provides
as follows:

“The Massachusetts Port Authority is hereby directed to investigate and
study the regulations adopted or under consideration by the agencies
managing airports in New York, Chicago, and Washington with particular
emphasis on noise abatement and rules affecting the health, quiet and
safety of the communities served by such airports. Such study shall include
the feasibility of obtaining equipment to measure the decibel level of
sounds emanating from aircraft, and of methods of controlling the same,
including the possibility of levying charges against the owners of aircraft
which exceed certain acceptable levels. The director of the Massachusetts
Port Authority, is directed to report the results of the investigation, to-
gether with proposals for regulations designed to protect the health, quiet
and safety of the people of metropolitan Boston, to the general court, by
filing the same with the clerk of the senate on or before June first,
nineteen hundred and sixty-seven.”

In compliance with this legislative directive, the Massachusetts
Port Authority undertook an intensive investigation of the subject
of aircraft noise in the vicinity of airports and possible methods
of alleviation to the extent practicable. This recent investigation
was merely supplemental, however, to the extensive research of
the subject, which has been conducted by the Port Authority on a
continuing basis, from the time of the Authority’s creation. The
Authority has worked persistently on a local level with the Federal
Aviation Administration, airlines, and other airport users, to mini-
mize the effects of aircraft noise. This program will be reviewed in
detail later in this report. On a national level, the Authority has
been in the forefront among major airport operators in an effort
to remedy this problem, which, since Logan International Airport

Olltr CCnmnunuiu'alth of fHaoiiadiooetta
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is only one portion of a vast air-transportation system, is not one
strictly local in nature, but one which must be corrected on a
nationwide basis. Indicative of these efforts have been our partici-
pation through the Airport Operators Council International and
contribution toward its international program for combating the
aircraft-noise problem on an international level, efforts in encour-
aging aircraft manufacturers to reduce the noise at the source,
work with the aircraft operators toward development of opera-
tional procedures which tend to reduce noise, encouragement of
the Federal Aviation Administration to establish and invoke con-
trols over aircraft manufacture and operation, and support of Fed-
eral legislation which will establish the necessary programs and
provide its appropriate agencies with sufficient power to control
noise within reasonable limitations. This will likewise be expanded
upon later due to its significance in development of an effective
program which will be of benefit locally.

In compliance with the Legislature’s instructions, representatives
of the Massachusetts Port Authority have met with representa-
tives of the owners and operators of the airports in three cities
specified, New York, Washington, and Chicago. The Federal Avia-
tion Administration of the Department of Transportation repre-
sents an integral part of not only the programs at these cities,
but also Boston and other cities throughout the United States.
We, therefore, reviewed with this Federal Agency the most cur-
rent aspects of their programs, which include operational controls
over air traffic. This included contacts with the Agency’s Boston
Area Office, Regional Office, and the Office of Noise Abatement
in Washington, D.C.

The Port of New York Authority is the developer and operator
of the three major air-carrier airports in the New York City
area. These airports are John F. Kennedy International, La Guardia,
and Newark. The Port of New York Authority has taken steps
toward development of a program which would lead to control
of noise from aircraft operating at airports for which it was re-
sponsible. The Commissioners of the Authority adopted an airport

INVESTIGATION AND REPORT ON SELECTED AIRPORTS

New York Airports
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regulation which stated that “No jet aircraft may land or take
off at an air terminal without permission”. In general terms, the
objective was that the jet aircraft would be approved for opera-
tion at its airports only after a showing that the noise under the
takeoff would be comparable with, but not in excess of, that of
the large four-engine piston air transports operated at that time.
Essentially, their policy remains the same today. It should be
noted that no commercially operated aircraft have failed to receive
this required certification. Following this statement of policy, tests
were conducted; and the work of the Port of New York Author-
ity’s consultants produced the concept of “Perceived Noise Deci-
bels” (PNdB) which is a single number subjective measure of
annoyance on the ground under the flight path of the aircraft.

Although there was no established acceptable level of noise, The
Port of New York Authority concluded that it would establish its
own limit, which was comparable to the noise produced by 75% of
the large four-engine piston transports as measured in the com-
munity under the aircraft-takeoff path. This policy defined in
terms of PNdB and adopted as a regulation of the Authority,
applied only to aircraft takeoff noise; and the method of compli-
ance was left to the decision of each individual air carrier.

In addition to the regulation limiting takeoff noise, a system
of preferential-runway use was established through the cooperative
action of the Port Authority, Airlines, and F.A.A. to encourage
the use of runways for takeoff over areas which would result in
the least disturbance of the surrounding communities. It should be
emphasized, however, that this preferential-runway use system is
subject to operational requirements and is not invoked where
there is a conflict with safety of operations. This system, as estab-
lished, remained in effect until October, 1960, when the Federal
Aviation Administration made a designation of such a system for
takeoffs and landings of both piston and jet aircraft.

The Noise Abatement Program at the New York area airports
today is essentially divided into three parts. First is that over
which The Port of New York Authority exercises control. Sec-
ondly is the control exercised by the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion and, thirdly, the implementation of established procedures by
the airport users. These programs are as follows:
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The Port of New York Authority now has in effect certain
regulations at its airports referred to as “Terms and Conditions
for the Operation of Jet Aircraft”. A copy of such a regulation
for Kennedy International Airport is attached, as Exhibit A. Es-
sentially, these regulations limit the noise level and prescribe that
all operations planned and conducted, pursuant to these noise-level
conditions, shall also be subject to the air-traffic control proced-
ures and rules and regulations prescribed by the Federal Aviation
Administration. Of particular significance is the fact that these
limitations relate to takeoff of aircraft only and that no control
is exercised over landing aircraft by any regulation of The Port
of New York Authority. This regulation is enforced by monitor-
ing, advice to the violators, if and when they occur, and legal
action by injunctive procedures if required beyond notice. Monitor-
ing is performed through the use of electronic equipment located
in the noise-sensitive areas approximately in line with each take-
off runway. When aircraft noise exceeds a specified level, the sig-
nal, transmitted to a central recording station at the airport, acti-
vates a device which produces a graphic level trace of the resul-
tant sound level in PNdB, together with a stamp of the date and
time and an identification of the microphone location. These re-
cordings then are related to each departing aircraft, identified
visually by an observer in the Control Tower. When violations
occur, the airline’s operations office is notified by telephone im-
mediately of the violation; and a letter is written to the airline
within 24 hours.

These violations are tabulated by airline monthly and the re-
sults are reviewed with those airlines having a poor compliance
record. Failure on the part of an airline to improve its perform-
ance after consultations has resulted on two occasions in legal
action.

Since, by law, the Federal Aviation Administration, and not
the airport operator, has control over aircraft operating on and in
the vicinity of an airport, this Agency has established an airport
preferential-runway system and noise-abatement procedures for the

1. Port of New York Authority

2. Federal Aviation Administration
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New York airports. The most recent order for establishment of
these procedures was issued by the Administrator of the Federal
Aviation Administration on December 27, 1965, as No. 7100.2,
subject: “Airport Traffic Patterns, Taxi Patterns, and Aircraft-
Noise Abatement Procedures.” Copies of the Preferential-Runway
System and Noise-Abatement Procedures for Kennedy, Newark,
and LaGuardia are attached as Exhibits B, C and D. The proce-
dures established are then published as a Tower Bulletin. Indicative
of the intent of the procedures is the stated purpose, scope, and
responsibility for implementation, as contained in the Kennedy
Control-Tower Bulletin No. 66-12, dated September 1, 1966. This
is quoted as follows;

"X. Purpose
To describe the preferential runway system and noise abatement pro-

cedures established for John F. Kennedy International Airport.
11. Scope

The procedures prescribed herein are designed to obtain the optimum
in aircraft noise abatement for the Kennedy Airport community without
unreasonably inhibiting air commerce, or derogating the prime function
of the Control Tower to promote the safe, orderly and expeditious flow
of air traffic.

It is not intended that any of the procedures herein shall in any manner
abrogate the authority and responsibility of the pilot in command to assure
the safe operation of his aircraft.

The Kennedy aviation community has applied coordinated and continued
effort to secure the most consistent and equitable balance between the
needs of air commerce on the one hand, and the personal comfort and
well-being of the surrounding neighborhood on the other. The designation
of selected runways and associated approach/departure flight paths during
prescribed wind, weather and traffic conditions hereinafter described are
directed solely to that end.

111. Responsibility
Control Tower personnel shall employ the preferential runway system

and noise abatement procedures described herein, recognizing that under
certain unforeseen conditions it may be necessary to prescribe deviations.”

Implementation of the procedures established by the Federal
Aviation Administration is accomplished by the airlines operations
departments and are published in each company’s flight-opera-

Enforcement is accomplished by the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration as a Federal Aviation Regulation.

3. Airlines—
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tions manual. Examples of these procedures, as published by the
airlines, for use by its flight personnel are attached as Exhibit E.
The airline flight personnel are then expected to comply with
these procedures when consistent with safety of operations.

The Bureau of National Capital Airports, a Division of the Fed-
eral Aviation Administration, responsible for the development and
operation of Washington National and Dulles International Airports,
has not issued any rules or regulations concerning noise from
jet aircraft operating into or out of either airport. However, dur-
ing the past year, the Federal Aviation Administration, rather
than the Bureau of National Capital Airports, has established
noise-abatement procedures for aircraft operating into and out of
Washington National Airport.

Those noise-abatement procedures are illustrated on Exhibits F
and G. Exhibit F illustrates the approach and departure routes
along the Potomac River and provides instructions for departures
and arrivals. Exhibit G illustrates and describes the two-stage
climbout noise-abatement procedure for aircraft departures. In dis-
cussions with FAA representatives, it was indicated that the only
reason why the procedures, as developed, were really workable
was due to the maneuverability of the short-haul type aircraft
operating at this airport, the physical orientation of the airport
and airport runway system with the Potomac River providing
natural approach and departure routes, and the relation of the
airport to the noise-sensitive areas.

An FAA noise study, made between April and September, 1966,
included actual noise measurements in various areas in the vicinity
of Washington National Airport. It was made in conjunction with
the opening of Washington National to two and three-engine jet
air-carrier aircraft on April 24, 1966. Prior to that time, use of
the airport had been limited to piston-type aircraft. The conclu-
sions reached were as follows:

Washington, D.G. Airports

“1. Departing jet aircraft of the intermediate range type, while comply-
ing with the prescribed Washington National Airport noise abatement pro-
cedures, deliver as a category less noise to the community than do older
piston air transports of the four-engine type. This is because the jet air
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craft are restricted In fuel load and power management techniques during
departure procedures.

2. Arriving aircraft produced lower noise levels at the sites sampled
than did departing aircraft.”

The Massachusetts Port Authority has long been cognizant of
the need to maintain aircraft noise at the lowest possible level,
consistent with safe operation of aircraft at Logan International
Airport. It has worked aggressively to develop a program for
this purpose, using various approaches. This has resulted in a
continuing study by the Authority and interested parties, such
as the Federal Aviation Administration and the airlines, to achieve
the best possible results.

A preferential-runway system assigning runway use priorities
to reduce overflights and thereby to minimize aircraft noise over
the more populated areas has long been in effect at Logan, having
been instituted substantially prior to the time when it was estab-
lished by FAA regulation. A copy of the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration’s Logan Airport Control-Tower Bulletin No. 67-1, effec-
tive January 20, 1967, and issued in accordance with Federal Avi-
ation Regulation 91.87, is attached as Exhibit H. This Bulletin is
the latest revision of the preferential runway system which has
been in effect in substantially the same form since 1951. Its stated
purpose is to establish;

“A preferential runway system to provide for the uniform application
of traffic-pattern rules, which would enhance both the safety of airport
flight operations and the abatement of aircraft noise, as it affects com-
munities in the vicinity of Logan International Airport”.

The objective of this Bulletin is to guide air-traffic controllers in
the assignment of runways for take-off and landing of aircraft,
which will least affect the surrounding communities from aircraft
noise. The assignment of the preferential runway will be made
only when

NOISE ABATEMENT PROGRAM AT
LOGAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

1. Crosswind does not exceed 80°,
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2. Wind velocity does not exceed 15 knots, and
3. The runway is clear of ice, slush, water, or any condition

which makes it unsuitable.

If the pilot of the aircraft makes the determination, in the interest
of safety, that another runway should be used, the controller will
assign that runway, assuming air traffic and other conditions per-
mit.

Although the Federal Aviation Administration has not prepared
noise-abatement operational procedures specifically for Logan, in
addition to the preferential-runway system, standard Federal Avi-
ation Regulations are applicable. Generally, the intent of these
Regulations is to require the aircraft to climb out on departure
as rapidly as possible, and maintain an altitude of at least 1,500
feet on approach to the airport runway, as long as practicable,
consistent with safety. In addition to the FAA requirements, each
airline publishes, for use by its flight crews, noise-abatement pro-
cedures, some being specifically applicable to Boston, while others
are applied generally at all airports. These procedures are con-
sidered by the airlines to be anti-noise measures and vary in
their application by airport depending upon the characteristics,
of the approach and departure areas at an airport and type of
aircraft operated. A copy of the American Airlines anti-noise pro-
cedures is attached as Exhibit I.

By Airport Manager’s Memorandum, the most recent of which
was published by the Massachusetts Port Authority on February
9, 1965, restrictions were placed on aircraft runup at Logan Inter-
national Airport. This directive is quoted as follows:

“1. The runup of turbo-jet aircraft between the hours of midnight and
7 a.m. Local Time is prohibited.

2. The runup of propeller driven aircraft between the hours of midnight
and 7 a.m. Local Time is prohibited unless operational necessity will not
permit accomplishment before or after this period. In cases of operational
necessity, such runups will be accomplished only on the South Taxiway
dogleg to Runway 4L with the aircraft tailed toward the southwest.

3. When runups of propeller driven aircraft are conducted between the
hours of midnight and 7 a.m., the Airport Manager may require sub-
mission of valid evidence in writing justifying the operational necessity
thereof. Such evidence will be required in all cases where a noise complaint
has been filed.”
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Physical modifications have also been made at Logan to mini-
mize noise in critical locations. The threshold of Runway 22R
has been displaced 818 feet; and the threshold of Runway 15R,
as extended, will be displaced 800 feet, thereby moving the air-
craft, on approach, as far away from houses in the vicinity as
possible, consistent with absolute operational requirements. An-
other aid was installation of Visual Approach Slope Indicator
equipment on Runway 22L, providing visual assistance to pilots
of approaching aircraft, in order to maintain the highest possible
approach to this runway.

A program for continuous study and surveillance of aircraft
noise and methods for alleviation has been established. This en-
tails such things as recording and acting, where possible, upon
noise complaints; functioning of an Air-traffic Co-operation Com-
mittee, to evaluate and make recommendations relative to aircraft-
noise abatement; periodic meetings with aviation interests such
as the FAA Air-carrier Office, FAA Tower, Air Transport Associ-
ation, Airline Management Council, and the Airline Pilots Associa-
tion to review problems and procedures; and periodic meetings
with local, Government, and civic groups. These activities have re-
sulted in improved procedures and a continuous effort to mini-
mize noise when operating under these procedures.

An example of one program is the handling of noise complaints.
These, incidentally, have declined from a high recorded in 1963
of 407 during the period that Runway 22L was closed for con-
struction purposes, to 71 in 1966. Upon receipt of a complaint,
the Port Authority representative prepares an “Aircraft Approach
and Departure Complaint Form”. A copy of this form is attached
as Exhibit J. When the complaint is recorded, the Operations Su-
pervisor attempts to correlate the specific complaint with entries
from the “Runway Use Log” or information obtained from the
Air-Traffic Control Tower, to determine the source of the air-
craft operation bringing about the complaint and to establish the
probable cause. The complaint form is then sent to the Airport
Manager for review and appropriate action in cases where it has
been possible to link the cause of the complaint with a specific
operating agency. A copy is also transmitted to the FAA for action
as may be appropriate within its area of responsibility.
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We have been requested to include in the study an investiga-
tion as to the feasibility of obtaining equipment to measure the
decibel level of sounds emanating from aircraft. Such equipment
is available and, as pointed out previously, is in continuous use
in New York. The proper application would be the location of
automatic sound-detection equipment at specified areas, where a
reading is desired. This information, however, without visual obser-
vation and recording of information on the specific aircraft de-
parture, is useless. Thus, any sound-detection program, to be prac-
tical, must provide for correlation of the sound-monitoring infor-
mation with actual aircraft operations. A brochure on automatic
sound-monitoring and recording-system equipment, produced by
the ITT Federal Laboratories, is attached as Exhibit K.

It should be pointed out that there is considerable disagreement
as to the effectiveness of this equipment or, for that matter, the
practicality of use of information attained from its operation. This
is quite evident from the fact that our investigation has indicated
only one location in the United States where its continued use is
maintained. Further, there is substantial disagreement as to the
noise-measuring methods and techniques. The original-perceived
noise level (PNdB) system is under scrutiny by the Federal Avi-
ation Administration and National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration for purposes of developing standards which more nearly
reflect not only the actual noise level, but would take into account
the variable annoyance factors of duration and pure tones. This
evaluation, if it can be developed, would be referred to as “Effec-
tive Perceived Noise Level”. A final report on this study is not
expected until January, 1969.

In conclusion, it has been found that sound-monitoring equip-
ment is available, but serious doubt exists as to whether it prop-
erly evaluates the impact of the aircraft noise upon people. Pos-
sibly more significant, however, is the fact that no standard has
been established with any degree of uniformity of the acceptable
noise level which should be restricted against.

FEASIBILITY OF OBTAINING AIRCRAFT-
NOISE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
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In conjunction with the investigation of the feasibility of obtain-
ing sound-monitoring equipment, the Legislature has instructed the
Authority to consider the possibility of levying charges against

the owners of aircraft which exceed certain “acceptable levels”.
As pointed out above, there has been no determination to date
at any airport as to what is an “acceptable level”, much less by
any national or international authority, which could result in uni-
form application. Even though The Port of New York Authority
has established a level of noise which, if exceeded, results in a
violation of the Authority’s Regulation, this does not, in any way,
imply that it is an “acceptable level”. It should also be pointed out
that violators are not assessed any charges in New York, nor is
there any indication of any such charge being assessed at any
airport in the United States.

Specifically, the Massachusetts Port Authority is precluded from
levying any charge of this nature against any airline, in view of
existing contracts which preclude the Authority from levying any
charges in addition to those which are specified in the contract
agreement.

SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION OF ANTI-NOISE
PROGRAMS AND APPLICABILITY TO THE

LOGAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT OPERATION

The noise-abatementprograms at New York, Chicago, and Wash-
ington have been summarized, as directed. Added is a description
of the program and efforts by the Massachusetts Port Authority at
Logan International Airport to make aircraft operations as com-
patible as possible with the surrounding communities and yet
maintain an essential level of operational capability. As is evident,
there is variation between the programs for several basic reasons
which are:

1. The fact that no one set of rules can be applied to the vary-
ing local conditions such as runway orientation in relation to res-
idential areas, type of aircraft operations, and natural physical
areas lending themselves to noise abatement procedures.

FEASIBILITY OF LEVYING CHARGES AGAINST
VIOLATORS OF ACCEPTABLE NOISE LEVELS
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2. No established national standards for noise level control, such
as aircraft operational procedures and acceptable noise exposure
levels, and

3. Different authority for exercising these controls.
To illustrate, only at the Washington airports can the airport op-

erator exercise control over the aircraft while in flight since the
Federal Aviation Administration has the dual capacity of not only
airport operator, but air-traffic controller. The Massachusetts Port
Authority cannot control the flight of aircraft, which is the basic
method of control at Washington, since by law this authority is
reserved to the Federal Government and exercised by the FAA.
In addition, only smaller aircraft operating over relatively short
stage lengths fly in and out of Washington National Airport. The
larger long-haul jets operate from Dulles International Airport or
Baltimore’s Friendship Airport. These smaller jets, with lighter
loads, are sufficiently maneuverable to follow the natural approach
and departure corridors provided by the Potomac River.

At the New York airports, the airlines have a choice of three
different airports and varying noise abatement procedures from
which to select to meet its operational requirements. It should
also be noted, once again, that noise abatement procedures for
landing aircraft do not exist at these airports, which contrasts
with the situation at Washington. This is true even though The
Port of New York Authority advises that more complaints arise
from landing aircraft than those taking off, the reason being
that there is no practical method of exercising such control under
the present state of the art for aircraft design and operation,
when applied to the local situation; and, additionally, the Authority
has no control over aircraft operators approaching the airport
in flight.

As is evident in Chicago, the airport operator exercises no con-
trols because of lack of authority or operational requirement.

At Logan International Airport, as recited previously, action has
been taken by the MPA to minimize the effect of aircraft noise
on the surrounding communities within its authority and opera-
tional limitations. Further limitations on the use of the physical
airport, which is the prerogative of the Authority, would adversely
affect safety of operations and restrict its capability in serving
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the air-transport needs of the Greater Boston Area and render
impossible the opportunity to maintain and improve its position
as an important international gateway. We wish to reemphasize that
the FAA, in exercising its air-traffic control function, applies
the established preferential runway use procedures for Logan. Un-
der Order No. 7100.2 (copy attached as Exhibit L) by the Admin-
istrator of the Federal Aviation Administration, the Agency’s Re-
gional Managers were directed as follows;

“Aggressive programs shall be developed to alleviate aircraft noise in
the vicinity of our Nation’s airports. Preferential runway systems and anti-
noise traffic patterns shall be considered at the earliest time when analys-
ing a specific airport for potential problems associated with aircraft noise.
. . . The control of air traffic in accordance with prescribed anti-noise
paths and preferential runway systems, whenever adopted, is secondary
only to considerations of safety.”

Specific noise abatement procedures for takeoff of aircraft from
Logan have not been established by the FAA which is its preroga-
tive. Under Federal Air Regulations Part 91, the aircraft is re-
quired to climb to 1,500 feet as soon as possible on departure
and remain at that altitude as long as possible on approach to
the airport, consistent with safe operation. Specifically, the so-
called two-segment noise abatement climb profile applied at Wash-
ington National Airport; and, as we understand, it will be developed
by the FAA as a national standard, to be applied where needed;
and, consistent with local conditions and considerations, would
not relieve complaint areas in the vicinity of Logan.

Based upon complaints received, which are minimal, when com-
pared with many other major airports, we must conclude that the
most objectionable condition is created by the landing aircraft. A
continuing effort is made to insure approach of aircraft at a min-
imum glide path consistent with safety. However, there is little
or no discretion on the part of the aircraft operator to alter the ap-
proach of the aircraft to avoid passing over close-in residential
areas. Even the two-segment approach procedure being experiment-
ed with by the FAA’s National Aviation Facilities Experimental
Center will, if effectively developed, have practically no value and
none when applied to the close-in areas, because, although the
approach angle may be raised to a higher altitude on the further-
out segment, at a point approximately three miles from the end
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of the runway, the aircraft will assume the normal approach glide
slope angle used today.

Of all the problems facing air transportation, none has received
more attention than aircraft noise during the past two years. Until
rather recently, the problem was, with the exception of the air-
port operator, considered to be local in nature and left to each
community to resolve in its own way. In some instances, such as in
the case of Boston and New York, varying procedures and meth-
ods were adopted, providing only limited relief. Concurrently,
these communities were attempting to convince the airlines, air-
craft manufacturers, and Federal Government that the problem
was increasing; and that solution could be achieved only through
combined efforts to control the noise at the source. Although
noise suppressors were added to the early jet engines and sub-
sequently the turbo-fan was produced, a quieter engine in relation to
power, it was felt that more could be done. Quieter and more
powerful engines can be built and the increased power being de-
veloped could be used not only to carry increased payload, but to
separate the aircraft from the community through an increased
climb rate, thus reducing noise annoyance. Certification of new air-
craft by the FAA did not include noise level restrictions, and the
Congress was not ready to accept the problem as one to be solved
by the Federal Government.

Without going into the extensive detail necessary to fully illus-
trate the change in attitude, we are confident that today, through
the efforts of the Airport Operators Council International, of
which the MPA is a member and plays a dominant role, and the
individual activities by communities such as New York, Los Angeles,
Chicago, and others, including Boston, represented by the Massa-
chusetts Port Authority, aircraft noise is now recognized as a
national problem, one not soluble by the local community nor
likely to be resolved in the near future.

The first major step was taken by the FAA when they estab-
lished, as a design condition for the supersonic transport, that this
aircraft produce less noise than the larger current-day sub-sonic

STUDIES AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
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jets and that it be compatible with the airports into which it
was anticipated to be operated. The President’s Transportation
Message of March 2, 1966, directed co-ordination of the activities
of the Administrators of the Federal Aviation Administration and
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Sec-
retaries of the Department of Commerce and the Department of
Housing and Urban Development to “frame an action program
aimed at alleviating the problems of aircraft noise in the vicinity
of our Nation’s airports”. White House Panels and Congressional
Hearings have been held on the subject, and many study programs
have been initiated. Federal legislation has been introduced for the
express purpose of “aircraft-noise control and abatement”. Specif-
ically, S. 707 introduced on Januarry 30, 1967, by Senator Magnu-
son, would amend the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 as follows:

“The Secretary of Transportation is empowered to prescribe and amend
standards for the measurement of aircraft noise and sonic boom and to
prescribe and amend such rules and regulations as he may find necessary
to provide for the control and abatement of aircraft noise and sonic boom,
including the application of such standards, rules, and regulations in the
issuance, amendment, modification, suspension, or revocation of any certi-
ficate authorized by this title.”

This is the Administration’s bill and has the active backing of
the Airport Operators Council International and the Massachusetts
Port Authority.

Essentially all of the programs, meetings, and studies point in
the same direction as previously mentioned aircraft noise is a
national problem incapable of solution on the local level or in the
near future. Solution will take the control and guidance of the
Federal Government, with the co-operation of the airlines, aircraft
manufacturers, local government, and airport operators, and will
be achieved only by multiple means through long-range programs.
The conclusion universally reached is that noise can be reduced
through three basic approaches;

1. Engine and airframe design
2. Flight operating procedures and techniques; and
3. Land use in the vicinity of airports which is compatible with

aircraft operations.

An excellent summary of the conclusions reached by the co-
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ordinated Government program evolved from the President’s Trans-
portation Message is made in the White House report of March
22, 1967, by his science advisor, Dr. Donald Hornig, In part, this
report states:

“Any substantial and lasting improvement to the noise environment of
airports will require, first of all, that the noise generated by aircraft be
reduced. To this end, the FAA has introduced legislation on behalf of the
Administration which, if enacted, will empower the Secretary of the De-
partment of Transportation to certify new aircraft on the basis of noise as
well as safety standards.

The FAA and NASA are developing takeoff and landing procedures and
techniques which will reduce the noise levels in adjacent communities.

The impact on communities of aircraft noise which cannot be dispelled
by quieting the aircraft or by flight procedures and techniques must be
minimized through proper land use near airports. HUD and FAA are study-
ing this aspect of the problem with a view to utilizing existing land use
programs and developing new programs which, among other things, result
in the conversion of residential properties adjacent to airports to more
compatible uses (such as their conversion to industrial parks, etc.); and,
with the cooperation of state and local government, prevent residential
areas from encroaching on the airport environment.

In one year the program has achieved an industry and government-
wide consensus as to two of the basic approaches that must be followed
if there is to be long-run success in the area of aircraft noise abatement.
Of these perhaps the most important is that we now have, for the first
time, a generally accepted method of assessing human reaction to air-
craft noise. Secondly, it is now agreed that the certification of aircraft
must be based on noise criteria as well as considerations of safety.

Many Federal Agencies, through a great variety of programs, partici-
pate directly or indirectly in decisions regarding the use of land airports.
For this reason it appears desirable to insure that the Heads of all Fed-
eral Departments and Agencies give due weight to aircraft noise con-
siderations in their programs and actions.

Although little immediate relief is foreseeable from the disturbance
of aircraft noise, existing research and development programs hold prom-
ise of noise reduction in aircraft and engines. The effects of noise which
cannot be eliminated from the aircraft can be minimized by appropriate
use of land in the vicinity of airports. While obvious results will not
come about quickly, long-term improvement should be realized if all the
participating agencies continue their efforts along all of the lines we have
suggested.”

To adequately illustrate the scope of the Federal Aircraft noise
Abatement Program, its potential impact and application to Logan

REVIEW AND STATUS OF VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF THE
FEDERAL AIRCRAFT NOISE ABATEMENT PROGRAM
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International Airport, we have investigated the various aspects of
the program and its current status. Each principal element of the
program is cited and discussed individually.

Delineation of Aira'aft-Noise Exposure and Land-Use Values in
the Vicinity of Selected Major Airports

The stated ultimate objective of this project is to develop pro-
grams

“suitable for Federal-Government sponsorship, to reduce noise exposure
to a practicable minimum and to improve the capabilities of communities
in the vicinity of the John F. Kennedy, O’Hare, and Los Angeles Inter-
national Airports, to cope with their respective aircraft-noise problems.”

The second stage of this program provides for study of an ad-
ditional 29 major jet airports and thereafter for extending the work
to emcompass all jet, or soon-to-become jet, airports in the United
States. We have been advised by the FAA Boston Area Office
that Logan International Airport will be included in the next
group of airports to be studied. This second phase, as anticipated,
will be begun by FAA and HUD during the early part of calendar
year 1968.

Since it is believed that an effective program for copying with
the jet-aircraft noise problem will involve considerable expendi-
tures. The question of how these costs will be allocated among the
producers of aircraft, aircraft and airport operators, and users of
commercial-aircraft must be resolved. The FAA has prepared a
draft study, which contains the following tentative conclusions.

Allocation of Cost of the Noise Program

1. “Definitive recommendations on funding and charging for new action
programs must await the findings of study efforts now under way to
determine the magnitude of the noise problem in individual metro-
politan areas and the likely costs and effectiveness of the various
ways to alleviate noise.

2. Federal Government financial assistance to local governments will ap-
parently be needed to insure effective program implementation. Finan-
cial assistance to the aviation industry will apparently not be neces-
sary.

3. The most appropriate form of financial assistance to local govern-
ments would be direct loans for which interest would be charged.
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4. Grant program to local governments may be needed instead of, or in
addition to, a loan program to insure effective nation-wide efforts to
deal with noise.

5. The net costs of any assistance by the Federal Government, whether
loans or grants, should be recovered from the aviation industry in
effect, from the air travelers and shippers. Such cost imposition would
not significantly retard the growth of civil aviation.

6. Assignment of cost responsibility for noise alleviation to airport traffic
users is called for in the interests of an economically efficient alloca-
tion of the nation’s resources. The indirect economic and national de-
fense benefits of air transportation to the general public do not justify
use of the general tax revenues without recovery to pay the cost of
noise alleviation.
Airport noise is a problem of conflict between residents near airports
and the aviation industry. The important subject of equity in this
problem must be faced first in programs definition. Balancing the
conflicting interests must he achieved when action programs are
chosen.”

Noise Measuring Methods and Techniques
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and Federal

Aviation Administration are in the process of developing physical,
psycho-acoustic, sociological, and other research results, needed to
provide the basis for quantitative noise-evaluation techniques and
standards which can be used by the FAA, airport operators, and
aircraft engine manufacturers for aircraft hardware and opera-
tional specifications. The proposed noise-assessment system, which
was previously referred to under the section on noise-monitoring
devices is known as the “Effective Perceived Noise Level”. A first
step in this study is to define the acoustical aspects of the pro-
posed noise-certification program by establishing acceptable defi-
nitions, noise-assessment standards, and instrumentation-measure-
ment techniques.

One phase of the research effort is administered by NASA under
a two-year contract to study and assess community reaction to
aircraft noise. Data will be collected in the vicinity of 8 major
airports in the United States and will include the collection of so-
cial and attitudinal data, and noise surveys will be made so that
the community noise exposure will be defined by actual neighbor-
hood-noise measurements, rather than by estimations based upon
aircraft movements in geographical locations. Comparisons will
be made of the different methods of noise assessment to determine
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their correlation with the soda-psychological data. Ultimately,
the objective is to develop instruments for the purpose of monitor-
ing airport noise, with automated equipment which is simple and
reliable.

Other contracts will include
1. Subjective evaluation studies relating the presence of pure

tones and aircraft-noise spectre aimed at refining a perceived noise-
level calculation method to account for other than broad-band
noise spectre.

2. Investigation of the acceptability of aircraft sounds from the
point of view of duration and to determine the effect of varying
the background noise level against which the aircraft sound would
be judged and the rate at which the aircraft sounds grow and
decline in intensity.

3. To develop a scale of perceived noise level.
4. A study to determine the specific acceptability, in terms of

speech interference, of aircraft noise in the home.
5. A comparison of Noise Ratings for “Real Life” Sounds Versus

Values Obtained Under Various Calculated Schemes as Established
in the Laboratory.

6. Adequacy of PNdB for Use by General Aviation
7. Integrated Rating Concept with Respect to Population Den-

sity,

8. Annoyance of Aircraft Noise as Compared with Other Types
of Noise.

9. Various Subjective Noise Rating Concepts.
10. System for Gathering Noise Data with Respect to Flight

Procedures at Washington National Airport.
11. Airport Noise Control and Abatement Study to Develop and

Test a Prototype Aircraft Noise Gathering Network.

Reduction hi Engine Noise
The objective of this program is to develop jet engines which

are substantially quieter than those that have been designed and
manufactured in the past. After what has appeared to the airport
operator as considerable reluctance, recognition has been given
to the fact that significant reduction in aircraft engine noise can
be achieved. Basic research to date has shown that each of the
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elements of a jet engine can be modified and designed to permit
substantial noise reduction. A project, referred to as the “Quiet
Engine Project” is being initiated, combining all of the known
noise-control techniques into an engine having a capability of
about 20,000 pounds of thrust, designed for operation at high
sub-sonic flight speeds. The objective of the so-called “quiet en-
gine” is to reduce the noise level of the present jet engines by
20 PNdB and yet maintain minimum performance penealty.

Estimated cost of development of the “quiet engine” is $50,-
000,000.00 and the timetable for completion is fiscal year 1972.

Currently in process are studies of potential safety problems re-
lated to modification of landing-approach procedures to minimize
community noise problems. The FAA and NASA are now experi-
menting with a two-segment approach procedure, which provides
for a higher-angle approach than is currently utilized today, which
will flatten out to an approach-glide slope angle, considered nor-
mal under current procedures, at a point approximately 3 miles
from the end of the runway. This program of evaluation of the
two-segment noise abatement approach is scheduled for comple-
tion by June 30, 1967. Its evaluation in relation to the require-
ments for stabilized approaches, airborne-instrumentation require-
ments, compatibility of equipment required to conduct Category
II Instrument Landing System, approaches, and the overriding safe-
ty aspects will be included. Scheduled completion for this evalua-
tion is April 1, 1968.

If this evaluation indicates that two-segment approaches are
feasible, the implementation will depend upon the time required
for development and procurement by the airlines of required in-
strumentation.

This new procedure, if developed, would seem to have little
value at Boston, because it does not appear to be economically
feasible for the airlines to retrofit current aircraft for direct-lift-
control, to permit the use of steeper approach paths; and more
specifically, the operational limitation requiring use of the current
approach path angle of descent from a point 3 miles out from the
runway would not reduce the close-in community noise.

Development of Landing-Approach Procedures
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Establishment of Climbout Procedures
This program involves the exploration of feasibility of varying

climbout procedures to determine optimum techniques for noise-
reduction consistent with safe and reasonable operation of the
aircraft. For this purpose, a two-segment noise-abatement climb
profile has been developed, consisting of a maximum initial climb
to a specific altitude, followed by a reduced-power climb to an
altitude where noise is no longer a factor, after which a normal
climb is resumed. Evaluation has been substantially completed;
and the FAA is of the opinion that aircraft operating manuals
can be modified to incorporate this procedure by June 1, 1967.

Preliminary survey indicates that this procedure would be of
little or no assistance if applied in Boston; but we are assured
by the FAA that a thorough evaluation will be made and imple-
mented if practical.

This phase of the program contemplates a Federally managed
and financed program for development of land use in the vicinity
of an airport, which is compatible with the airport operation.
Essentially, this program would deter the use of land in runway
approaches for residential purposes.

There are a multitude of Federal programs which would be
pertinent to such a program. However, co-ordination is severely
lacking; and none are designed specifically to cope with this par-
ticular situation.

The Atlanta Regional Metropolitan Planning Commission recent-
ly published a plan for a regional-airports system, making specific
reference to the problem of controlling the development of land
around airports. This report concluded:

“It is concluded that the only effective way to control the use of land
is to own it. As factors associated with airport-environment conflict
become more pronounced, new policies and programs will be needed in
scale with the problem. This might, ideally, take the form of airport-
aid grants far beyond the level of the program under which FAA now
assists in construction of airports. The object would be to make it pos-
sible to acquire enough land adjacent to an airport to protect it from its
neighbors.”

It should be noted that the Massachusetts Port Authority has

CompatibleLand Use
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undertaken a Metropolitan area, Planning Council, under the aus-
pices of a HUD Grant.

It is important to note that so-called “Compatible Land Use” is
of questionable value when applied to the Boston situation, in
view of the fact that most land areas are currently built up; and
the Port Authority lacks certain rights of eminent domain, essen-
tial to accomplishing this purpose.

Sound Insulation of Houses
Through study, it has been determined that sound insulation of

houses can reduce the noise level within. Depending upon the ex-
penditure and the type of structure, a noticeable reduction, rang-
ing between 5 and 20 PNdS can be achieved.

Passage of Federal Legislation
Legislation is currently pending in the Congress of the United

States which would give the Secretary of Transportation the power
to promulgate noise standards and exercise regulatory and certifi-
cation authority on the basis of noise standards. The most recent
Bill as introduced in the 90th Congress contemplated the inclusion
of the “Sonic Boom” in the phrase “Aircraft Noise”, over which the
Secretary would have regulatory powers.

One specific omission in this legislation, as proposed by the
Administration, is a determination of whether the Federal Govern-
ment should assume liability for property losses due to aircraft
noise.

Other Federal Government Activites Contributing To Abatement
of Aircraft Noise

Miscellaneous Activities by the Federal Government, in addi-
tion to those listed above, in more detail are;

1. Preferential-runway system, such as is now in effect at Logan
International Airport.

2. Arrangement of flight patterns to route aircraft over the
least-populated areas or uninhabited or water areas, where feasible.

3. A continuing review of air-traffic procedures to devise meth-
ods of keeping aircraft away from people to the maximum extent
consistent with safety.

4. Use of pilot-information advisory circulars to explain funda-
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mental processes of utilizing power management and flight-path
control.

5. Requirement by the FAA upon airport sponsors to assure
restriction of land in the vicinity of the airport for compatible
uses where possible.

Based upon this investigation, knowledge developed by the Port
Authority’s staff, and a continuing restudy of factors and opera-
tions which affect the level of aircraft noise at Logan Interna-
tional Airport, we have reached the following basic conclusions.

1. Communities served by major airports throughout the United
States are experiencing the problems inherent with aircraft noise.
Depending upon the local situation, each is striving to minimize
aircraft noise in an effort to bring it to an acceptable level. In
some locations, the noise reduction programs are relatively ex-
tensive; but, in practically no case, are there restrictions of any
extent imposed by the airport operator.

2. Under current conditions, the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion and the aircraft operators are in the best position to reduce
aircraft noise created by the operation of present-day aircraft.

3. The airport operator, almost without exception, is without
authority to exercise controls which will have a significant effect
upon alleviation of aircraft noise.

4. Aircraft noise in the vicinity of airports is a national prob-
lem the study and solutions for which must be coordinated by the
Federal Government, with the active cooperation of all other avi-
ation interests, including the aircraft manufacturers, airlines, lo-
cal communities and airport operators.

5. Appreciable reduction in aircraft noise is a long-range pro-
gram but can be achieved through implementation of the various
programs outlined in this report.

6. The Massachusetts Port Authority has implemented a noise-
control program to the extent of its authority and within its
capability. The Federal Aviation Administration, which controls
air-traffic procedures at Logan, has implemented those operational
procedures which are consistent with maximum reduction in noise
but yet safety of operations.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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7. A continuing study and action program is necessary and will
be accomplished at Logan to obtain the maximum benefits from
improved operational procedures as technology and the state of
the art permit.

8. Compatible land-use zoning in the vicinity of Logan by the
appropriate Governmental units could provide some relief in the
long run.

9. Federal legislation, relative to establishment and exercise of
controls over aircraft manufacture and operation are essential.

It is recommended that the Legislature take the following ac-
tion to assist in a program for minimizing aircraft noise which is
found objectionable by residents in the vicinity of Logan Interna-
tional Airport.
These are as follows:

1. Support Federal legislation which would authorize and imple-
ment the exercise of control over certification of future aircraft for
purposes of noise abatement.

2. Support Federal programs for noise abatement as may de-
velop from the many various studies now in process.

3. Encourage compatible land use zoning by communities in the
vicinity of Logan International Airport.

4. Passage of legislation granting the Massachusetts Port Author-
ity powers of eminent domain for purposes of converting land in
the vicinity of Logan International Airport to uses compatible
with the airport operation with respect to noise, should it be
determined that a noise problem exists.
group of airports to be studied. This second phase, as anticipated,
will be begun by FAA and HUD during the early part of calendar
year 1968.

Since it is believed that an effective program for coping with
the jet-aircraft noise problem will involve considerable expendi-
tures. The question of how these costs will be allocated among
the producers of aircraft, aircraft and airport operators, and users
of commercial-aircraft must be resolved. The FAA has prepared
a draft study, which contains the following tentative conclusions.

Allocation of Cost of the Noise Program
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Noise Measuring Methods and Techniques
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and Federal

Aviation Administration are in the process of developing physical,
psycho-acoustic, sociological, and other research results, needed to
provide the basis for quantitative noise-evaluation techniques and
standards which can be used by the FAA, airport operators, and
aircraft engine manufacturers for aircraft hardware and opera-
tional specifications. The proposed noise-assessment system, which
was previously referred to under the section on noise-monitoring
devices is known as the “Effective Perceived Noise Level”. A first
step in this study is to define the acoustical aspects of the pro-
posed noise-certification program by establishing acceptable def-
initions, noise-assessment standards, and instrumentation-measure-
ment techniques.

One phase of the research effort is administered by NASA un-
der a two-year contract to study and assess community reaction
to aircraft noise. Data will be collected in the vicinity of 8 major
airports in the United States and will include the collection of so-
cial and attitudinal data, and noise surveys will be made so that
the community noise exposure will be defined by actual neighbor-
hood-noise measurements, rather than by estimations based upon
aircraft movements in geographical locations. Comparisons will be
made of the different methods of noise assessment to determine
their correlation with the soda-psychological data. Ultimately, the
objective is to develop instruments for the purpose of monitoring
airport noise, with automated equipment which is simple and re-
liable.
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Terms and Conditions for the Operation of Jet Aircraft
1. Take-offs during the hours between 10 P.M. and 7 A.M. will be made on

Runways 22R, 22L or 31L only, unless specific permission is granted by
the Airport Manager for a take-off on another runway.

2. Take-offs on any runway will be permitted only if they are so planned
and conducted at the airport that the noise level of 112 PNdb as measured
on the ground in the communities shown on Chart No. NYA-5967 will not
be exceeded. When aircraft weight, wind, temperatures, and other op-
erational data as set forth in the approved airplane flight manuals, route
manuals, and the pilots’ operating manuals are such that a take-off
planned in accordance therewith will produce a higher noise level than
112 PNdb measured at such communities underlying the flight path, such
take-off will not be permitted.

3. All operations conducted pursuant to the above conditions shall also be
subject to the Air Traffic Control Procedures and Rules and Regulations
prescribed by the Federal Aviation Agency including, but not limited to,
limitations as to gross weights for runway lengths, temperature and wind
conditions, and as to other safety criteria and other requirements im-
posed by governmental authority.

March 2, 1967

EXHIBIT “A"

KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
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FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY
Kennedy Control Tower

John F. Kennedy International Airport
Jamaica, New York 11430

EFFECTIVE DATE: Sept. 1, 1966

KENNEDY CONTROL TOWER BULLETIN NO
KENNEDY AIRPORT PREFERENTIAL RUNWAY SYSTEM

AND NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDURES

This Bulletin cancels and supersedes Bulletin 63-3 dated June 27, 1963 and
all revisions thereto.

I. PURPOSE
To describe the preferential runway system and noise abatement pr
cedures established for John F, Kennedy International Airport

EXHIBIT “B’

11. SCOPE

The procedures prescribed herein are designed to obtain the optimum in
aircraft noise abatement for the Kennedy Airport community without
unreasonably inhibiting air commerce, or derogating the prime function
of the Control Tower to promote the safe, orderly and expeditious flow
of air traffic.
It is not intended that any of the procedures herein shall in any manner
abrogate the authority and responsibility of the pilot in command to
assure the safe operation of his aircraft.
The Kennedy aviation community has applied coordinated and continued
effort to secure the most consistent and equitable balance between the
needs of air commerce on the one hand, and the personal comfort and
well-being of the surrounding neighborhood on the other. The designation
of selected runways and associated approach/departure flight paths dur
ing prescribed wind, weather and traffic conditions hereinafter described
are directed solely to that end

111. RESPONSIBILITY
Control Tower personnel shall employ the preferential runway system

described herein, recognizing that under
nay be necessary to prescribe deviations.

and noise abatement procedur
certain unforseen conditions it
A pilot of a large aircraft (greater than 12,500 lbs.) and all turbojets
assigned a preferential runway by the Tower shall use that runway un-
less he determines that in the interest of safety another runway should
be used. Each pilot not using the preferential runway assigned shall, if
requested by ATC, submit within 48 hours of that request a written re-
port of the reasons therefore to the Chief Controller.
A report will not be requested of the pilot' in the event he elects to u
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IV

V

a runway from the following table which is less of a noise nuisance than
the one assigned. He must recognize, however, that on such occasions
he may experience extensive delay prior to being accommodated. This
measure should not be construed as coercive or punitive, but, rather,
the only alternative to penalizing conforming traffic.

RUNWAY NOISE GENERATION
(Least to Most)

Take-off
22R/L

Landing
1. 4R/L
2. 13L/R
3. 31R/L
4. 22L/R

31L/R
13R/L
4L/R

PREFERENTIAL RUNWAY SYSTEM

A. Conditions of Use

1. Aircraft Category
Shall be employed by all large aircraft (maximum certificated
take-off weight of more than 12,500 lbs.) as well as all turbojet.

Weather Minimums
At, or above, published landing and take-off minimums.

3. Wind

Velocity: 15 knots or less.

4. Runway Conditions
Clear and dry, i.e, there is no water, snow, slush or ice thereon

B. Runway Assignment
Preferential runways shall be utilized in accordance with the stip-
ulated conditions depicted on attached charts * numbered 1 through 8.

NOISE ABATEMENT
Unless otherwise specified by the Tower, the following noise abatement
procedures shall be adhered to by all large aircraft and turbojets:

A. Arrivals

All arrivals are requested to maintain at least 2,000 feet as long as
feasible.

1. Runways 31R/L
VFR aircraft approaching from a southwesterly direction should
remain off-shore until crossing the JFK VORTAC 160° M.R.

2. Runways 13L/R
(a) Whenever the weather is at least 1,000 and 3, IFR aircraft

will be cleared for the Canarsie VOR approach with a speci-
fied crossing altitude at the Canarsie VOR or JFK VORTAC
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280° M.R., thereafter maintaining visual reference to the lead-
in lights. Pilots are urged to adhere as closely as possible to
the prescribed approach radials and lead-in lights.

(b) When cleared by the Tower for a right traffic pattern VFR
aircraft shall remain over water as much as feasible.

B. Departures
All aircraft are urged to climb as rapidly as practical prior to over-
heading surrounding communities.
Turbojet aircraft shall at all times use the full length of the runway.
All other aircraft will also be cleared to the extreme end of the run-
way unless specific request for an intersection take-off is received.

1. Runways 31L/R
(a) As soon as feasible after passing through 300 feet, all aircraft

shall climb on a heading of 290 degrees. IFR departures will
climb as directed by ATC to 1,000 or 1,500 feet and thereafter
turn left to a heading of 160 degrees unless otherwise cleared.

(b) Between the hours of 10:00 P.M. and 7:00 A.M. when neither
landings at JFK to Runways 4R/L, nor any Naval Air Stat-
tion, New York traffic is a factor, Departure Control will issue
IFR aircraft vectors across NAS, N.Y. and the Marine Park-
way Bridge.

2. Runways IfL/R
As soon as feasible after passing through 300 feet, turn right
and climb on a heading of 100 degrees.

3. Runways 13R/L
As soon as feasible after passing through 300 feet, IFR aircraft
shall turn left to a 090° heading, proceed on runway heading, or
turn right to 160° heading as directed by ATC.

This Bulletin remains in effect until cancelled.

William A. Parenteau

Chief, Kennedy Tower

Attachments 9 Charts
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FEDERAL AVIATION CONTROL TOWER
AIRPORT TRAFFIC CONTROL TOWER

NEWARK AIRPORT
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 07114

EFFECTIVE: November 1, 196

NEWARK AIRPORT TRAFFIC CONTROL TOWER BULLETIN NO. 62-4

NEWARK AIRPORT TRAFFIC AND TAXI PATTERNS
AND

UNWAY SYSTEMPREFERENTIAL I

This Bulletin cancels Newark Airport
61-3, dated December 26, 1961.

ontrol Tower Information Bulletin NoC

I. PURPOSE
The purpose of this Bulletin is to let forth procedures pertaining to traf-
fic and taxi patterns, and the preferential runway system established for
Newark Airport.

*ll. BACKGROUND

Federal Air Regulation Part 91 authorizes airport traffic control towers
to prescribe traffic patterns and
ulation further requires that: i
the airport to the left unless the
fic pattern; (b) when a prefer
lished by the FAA, pilots of largi

preferential runway systems. The reg-
al pilots of fixed wing aircraft circle
control tower specifies a different traf-
ential runway system has been estah-

; fixed wing aircraft fas defined in FAR
91.87 (g) ] use a preferential runway when it has been assigned by the
control tower; (c) turbine powered fixed wing aircraft be flown within
the airport traffic area including the traffic pattern [as defined in FAR
91.87 (d) (1)], at an altitude of at least 1500 feet above the surface until
maneuvering for a safe landing requires further descent; and (d) pilots
operating to, from, or on an airport served by U. S. Government control
towers maintain two-way communication with such towers [as defined
in FAR 91.87 (bll while operating within the airport traffic area.
The differentiation between small and large aircraft is:
(a) Small aircraft: Aircraft of 12,500 pounds or less maximum certifi-

cated takeoff weight

(b) Large aircraft: Aircraft of more than 12,500 pounds maximum
certificated takeoff weight

The factors of noise abatement and altitude segregation from aircraft
operating at adjacent airports have been considered in establishing
traffic patterns for Newark Airport.

Rev. 4-24-64

EXHIBIT “C’
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IV

TRAFFIC PATTERNS

This Bulletin prescribes traffic patterns for Newark Airport as described
below and depicted on attached charts.
Unless otherwise authorized by Airport Traffic Control, pilots of fixed
wing aircraft shall adhere to the airport traffic pattern established for
the runway in use.

LANDING AIRCRAFT
(a) Small aircraft Traffic patterns shall be rectangualr, left turns for

Runways 22, 29 and 11; and rectangular, right turns
for Runway 4

(b) Large aircraft Traffic patterns for large aircraft, as depicted on the
attached, employ flight over water and other open
areas to the extent practicable, and are intended to
enhance safety of airport operations and the abate-
ment of noise in the vicinity of communities ad-
jacent to Newark Airport. The traffic pattern for
Runway 4 establishes a right turn traffic pattern.

RAFTDEPARTING AIRt
(a) Runway 4

’ll aircraft Execute a turn of 90° to the right, thereafter exe-
cute a turn of 45° to the left to leave pattern.
Climb on heading of 60° to at least *l5OO feet before
proceeding on course.

Large aircraft

(b) Runway 11
mall airera Execute a turn of 90° to the left, thereafter execute

a turn of 45° to the right to leave pattern.

Climb straight ahead to New Jersey Turnpike
Bridge before turning on course.

Large aircraft

(c) Runway 22
Small aircraft Execute a turn of 90° to the left, thereafter execute

a turn of 45° to the right to leave pattern.
Climb on a heading of 190° to at least *l5OO feet,
make right turn.

Large aircraf

(d) Runway 29
mall aircraft Execute a turn of 90° to the left, thereafter execute

a turn of 45° to the right to leave pattern
Large aircraft: Climb on a heading of 265° to at least *l5OO feet be

turning on coursi

‘Turboprop and turbojet aircraft climb to 2000 feet

TAXI PATTERNS
Normal routes for taxiing on the airp ort are depicted on attached dia-

:rams.
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�V. PREFERENTIAL RUNWAYS
This Bulletin establishes a preferential runway system for Newark Air-
port.
Runways listed below are designated as preferential by the Federal Avia-
tion Agency:

Order of
Priority Takeoff Landing

4 and 11 (equal priority) 29 and 22 (equal priority)1
22 49

NOTE; Runway 29 will be used for takeoff only when the wind is
from 301° to 319°, velocity in excess of 13 knots.
Runway 11 will be used for landing only when the wind is
from 121° to 139°, velocity in excess of 15 knots.

Preferential runways will be assigned unless any conditions exist which
would render the runway unsuitable for the intended operation.
Newark Tower will assign the most favorable noise abatement runway
and when the wind velocity is 6 through 15 knots, from 301° to 319°,
advisories will be given that Runway 29 is available and when the
wind velocity is 6 through 15 knots, from 121° to 139°, advisories
will be given that Runway 11 is available. Under these conditions
the judgment of the pilot to use Runway 29 or 11 shall not constitute
a violation of preferential runway and no written report will be requested.
Additionally, when the wind velocity exceeds 15 knots, the preferential
runway system is not in effect. The tower, under the foregoing cir-
cumstance, will assign the runway most nearly aligned into the wind.
The Captain may determine if a runway other than Runway 29 cam
be used when the wind is between either 265° and 300° or between
320° and 355°, the tower will approve an alternate runway, air traffic
and airport conditions permitting.

GENERALVI
The procedures described above shall remain in effect until amended
or canceled.
Traffic and taxi patterns previously established by this office for
Newark Airport are canceled.

W. J, CONRAD
Chief, Newark Airport Control Tower

Attachments
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FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY
AIRPORT TRAFFIC CONTROL TOWER

LAGUARDIA AIRPORT
FLUSHING, NEW YORK

EFFECTIVE: December 12, 1966

LAGUARDIA CONTROL TOWER BULLETIN NO. 66-12
LAGUARDIA AIRPORT PREFERENTIAL RUNWAY SYSTEM AND

This Bulletin cancels Bulletin No. 66-5 dated August 8, 1966, that concerns
the preferential runway system and noise abatement procedures and all
revision thereto.

I. PURPOSE

To describe the preferential runway system and noise abatement pro-
cedures established for LaGuardia Airport

11. SCOPE

The procedures prescribed herein are designed to obtain the optimum in
aircraft noise abatement for the LaGuardia Airport community without
unreasonably inhibiting air commerce, or derogating the prime function
of the Control Tower to promote the safe, orderly and expeditious flow
of air traffic.
Similarly, it is not intended that any of the procedures herein shall in
any manner abrogate the authority and responsibility of the pilot in
command to assure the safe operation of his aircraft.
The LaGuardia aviation community has applied coordinated and continu-
ing effort to secure the most consistent and equitable balance between
the needs of air commerce on the one hand, and the personal comfort
and well-being of the surrounding neighborhood on the other. The
following designation of selected runways and associated approach/de-
parture flight paths during prescribed wind, weather and traffic condi-
tions are directed solely to that end.

111. RESPONSIBILITY
Control Tower personnel shall employ the preferential runway system
and noise abatement procedures described herein, recognizing that under
certain unforeseen conditions it may be necessary to prescribe deviations.
A pilot of a large aircraft (greater than 12,500 lbs.) and all turbojet
aircraft assigned a preferential runway by the tower, shall use that
runway unless he determines that in the interest of safety another
runway should be used. Each pilot not using the preferential runway
assigned shall, if requested by ATC, submit within 48 hours of that

EXHIBIT “D’

NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDUREI
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request a written report of the reasons therefor to the Chief Controller.
A report will not be requested of the pilot in the event he elects to use
a runway in the following table that is less of a noise nuisance than
the one assigned.

PREFERENTIAL RUNWAY SYSTEM

This Bulletin establishes a preferential runway system for LaGuardia
Airport.

Runways listed below are designated as preferential Airport Traffic
Control:

Order of
Priority Take-Off Layiding

4 and 31 (Equal priority) 13 and 22 (Equal priority)1
13 31

4

The landing runway index will be used when the ceiling and visibility
are at or above 400/1, and the take-off index will be used when the
weather is at or above take-off minimums.

Preferential runways will not be assigned when there is known to be
water, ice, slush or any condition which would render the runway un-
suitable for the intended operation; or when the reported surface wind
is in excess of the values indicated below.
The following values represent the maximum crosswind for preferential

runway assignments:

Variance from Runway
Centerline Velocity
0° - 34° Maximum 27 knots

35° - 45° Maximum 22 knots
46° - 50° Maximum 19 knots
51° - 60° Maximum 17 knots
61° - 70° Maximum 16 knots
71° - 90° Maximum 15 knots

The attachment pictorially describes the wind conditions which determin
runway selection.
This Bulletin shall remain in effect until canceled.

E. E. SKAGGS

Chief, LaGuardia Airport Control Tower
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EXHIBIT "E"
Page: 1

€5 EASTERN Date: 2/3/67
NEW YORK KENNEDY INT'L AIRPORT OPERATING PROCEDURES

PREFERENTIAL RUNWAY SYSTEM

The landing runway index will be used when the ceiling and visibility
are at or above 1000 feet/3 miles, and the take-off Index will be used
when the weather is at or above take-off minimums, provided:
a . Runways are clear and dry, I .e., there is no ice, slush, etc ~ which

might make the use of a preferential runway undesirable.
b. Wind velocity does not exceed 15 knots.

PROPELLER-DRIVEN AIRCRAFT
WIND DIRECTION

~

TAKE-OFF RUNWAY LANDING RUNWAY
N 31L 4 R/L
NNE 31 L 4 R/L
NE 3J_L 4 R/L
ENE 13 R/L , 31 L I3L/R.4R/L
E 13 R/L 13 L/R, 4 R/L
ES E 13 R/L 13 L/R . 4 R/L
S E 13 R/L 13 L/R, 4 R/L
SSE 13 R/L, 22 R/L 13 L/R, 22 L/R

_S 13 R/L, 22R/L 13 L/R. 22 L/R
SSW 13 R/L, 22 R/L 13L/R.22L/R
SW 31 L, 13R/L,22R/L 31 R/L, 13R,22L7R
WSW 31 L .22 R/L 31 R/L.22L/R
W 31 L , 22R/L 31R/L,22 L/R
WNW 31 L , 22R/L 31R/L.22L/R
N W 31_L 31 R/L
NNW 31 L 4 R/L
CALM
(0-5 KNOTS) 3JJL 4 R/L

TURBOJET AIRCRAFT

FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANUAL - VOLUME 2
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Page: 2
Date: 2/3/67 EASTERSSi

NEW YORK KENNEDY INT'I AIRPORT OPERATING PROCEDURES

NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDURES

ARRIVALS: In all of the following approach procedures, aircraft are
herewith requested to maintain 2000' as long as practicable.

1. Runways 31 R/L
a. Aircraft executing a VOR approach to runways 31 R/L via the

Kennedy VORTAC 116°radial will be vectored to the 116°radial
final approach course.

This procedure will not be used by the tower unless the ceiling
and visibility are at least 1000 feet and 3 miles respectively.

b. When ceiling and/or visibility are less than 1000 and 3, aircraft
will normally be vectored to the Kennedy VORTAC 105 radio!
for runway 31R and to the 140°radial for runway 31 L.

c. VFR aircraft approaching from a southwesterly direction will be
advised by Approach Control to remain off-shore until crossing
the Kennedy VORTAC 160 radial.

2. Runways 13R/L
IFR aircraft will be cleared via the LaGuardia VOR 192 radial to the
runway 13R/L right traffic pattern to maintain 2000 feet until cross-
ing the Kennedy VORTAC 280 radial and thereafter to make short
approach via the shoreline.
The tower will only use this procedure when the ceiling and visibility
are at least 2500 feet and 3 miles respectively. Accordingly, it
should be understood this clearance specifies the navigational as
well as the visual guidance to be employed to the airport.

DEPARTURES: See Jepco SID Chart 20-2.

TURBOJET OPERATIONS

ALL TURBOJET AIRCRAFT:
Between the hours of 2200-0700 local time, use ONLY the following
runways at Kennedy: 31L; 22R; 22L; 13R. If, for safety reasons, these
runways cannot be utilized, request Dispatch to obtain permission from
the Airport Manager for the use of another runway.

THE USE OF ANOTHER RUNWAY BETWEEN 2200-0700 WITHOUT
PERMISSION FROM THE AIRPORT MANAGER WILL RESULT IN A
"TIME" VIOLATION.

Do not use runway 4L or 4R for take-off except to avoid the cancella-
tion of a flight. When 4L or 4R are designated as the active runway,
the use of 13R or 31L does not require a written explanation.

FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANUAL - VOLUME 2
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ruge: 3
® JEAsrreFsrss Date: 2/3/67

NEW YORK KENNEDY INT'L AIRPORT OPERATING PROCEDURES

! JOHN F. KENNEDY INT'L ARPT TRAFFIC - FAR 93.33

Except when the VFR clearance-from-clauds rules of Part 91 require other
wise, when landing at John F. Kennedy International Airport, each
person piloting

(a) A large airplane (12,500, or more, pounds) shall enter the John
F. Kennedy International Airport traffic area at an altitude of
at least 1,500 feet above the surface and maintain that altitude
so long as practicable before landing; and

(b) A small airplane, (less than 12,500 pounds) shall enter the John
F. Kennedy International Airport traffic area at an altitude of at
least 1,200 feet above the surface and shall maintain an altitude
of at least 1,000, but not more than 1,200 feet above the sur"
face so long as practicable before landing.

FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANUAL ■ VOLUME 2
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93.31

93,33

93.35

FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATION
PART 93 SPECIAL AIR TRAFFIC RULES

AND AIRPORT TRAFFIC PATTERNS

Effective April 2, 1964
Subpart B John F. Kennedy International Airport Traffic Area

Applicability. This subpart prescribes special air traffic rules for the
John F. Kennedy International Airport traffic area

John F. Kennedy International Airport traffic. Except when the VFR
clearance-from-clouds rules of Part 91 require otherwise, when landing
at John F. Kennedy International Airport, each person piloting
(a) A large airplane shall enter the John F. Kennedy International

Airport traffic area at an altitude of at least 1,500 feet above the
surface and maintain that altitude so long as practicable before
landing and

(b) A small airplane shall enter the John F. Kennedy International
Airport Traffic area at an altitude of at least 1,200 feet above the
surface and shall maintain an altitude of at least 1,000, but not
more than 1,200, feet above the surface so long as practicable before
landing.

Landings on runway 19 or 21, of the Floyd Bennett Naval Air Station.
Each person piloting an airplane landing on runway 19 or 24 of Floyd
Bennett Naval Air Station shall operate at or below an altitude of 800
feet above the surface in that portion of the Floyd Bennett Naval Air
Station traffic pattern that extends into the John F.' Kennedy Interna-
tional Airport traffic area.
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KENNEDY CONTROL TOWER BULLETIN 66-12
(Excerpts from)

KENNEDY AIRPORT PREFERENTIAL RUNWAY SYSTEM
AND NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDURES

Control Tower personnel employ the preferential runway system and noise
abatement procedures, recognizing that under certain unforeseen conditions,
it may be necessary to prescribe deviations. A pilot of a large aircraft and
all turbo-jets assigned a preferential runway by the Tower shall use that run-
way unless he determines that in the interest of safety another runway should
be used. Each pilot not using the preferential runway assigned shall, if re-
quested by ATC, submit within 48 hours of that request a written report of
the reasons therefore to the Chief Controller.
A report will not be requested of the pilot in the event he elects to use a
runway from the following table which is less of a noise nuisance than the
one assigned. He must recognize, however, that on such occasion he may
experience extensive delay prior to being accommodated. This measure should
not be construed as coercive or punitive, but rather, the only alternative to
penalizing conforming traffic.

RUNWAY NOISE GENERATION
(Least to most)

Landing Take-off
!■ 4R/L 22R/L
2. 13L/R 31L/R
3. 31R/L 13R/L
4. 22L/R 4L/R

I. Preferential Runway System
A. Conditions of Use

Wind velocity 15 knots or less
Runway Conditions Clear and dry, i.e,, no water, snow, slush or
thereon

B. Runway Assignment
Control Tower will utilize preferential runways in accordance with
stipulated conditions.

11. Noise Abatement
Unless otherwise specified by the Tower, the following noise abatement
procedures shall be adhered to by all large aircraft and turbojets:
A, Arrivals

All arrivals are requested to maintain at least 2,000 feet as long as
feasible,

1. Runways 31R/L
VFR aircraft approaching from a southwesterly direction should
remain off-shore until crossing the JFK VORTAC 160° M.R.
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Runways 13L/R
a) Whenever the weather is at least 1,000 and 3. IFR aircraft

will be cleared for the Canarsie VOR approach with a specific
crossing altitude at the Canarsie VOR or JFK VORTAC 280°
M.R. thereafter maintaining visual reference to the lead-in
lights. Pilots are urged to adhere as closely as possible to the
prescribed approach radials and lead-in lights.

b) When cleared by the Tower for a right traffic pattern VFR
aircraft shall remain over water as much as feasible.

DeparturesB

All aircraft are urged to climb as rapidly as practical prior to over-
heading surrounding communities.
Turbojet aircraft shall at all times use the full length of the runway.
All other aircraft will also be cleared to the extreme end of the run-
way unless specific request for an intersection takeoff is received.

1. Runways 31L/R
(a) As soon as feasible after passing through 300 feet, all aircraft

shall climb on a heading of 290°. IFR departures will climb as
directed by ATC to 1,000 or 1,500 feet and thereafter turn left
to a heading of 160° unless otherwise cleared.

(b) Between the hours of 10:00 P.M. and 7:00 A.M. when neither
landings at JFK to Runways 4R/L, nor any Naval Air Station,
New York, traffic is a factor, Departure Control will issue IFR
aircraft vectors across NAS, N.Y. and the Marine Parkway
Bridge.

2. Runways IfL/R
As soon as feasible after passing through 300 feet, turn right and
climb on a heading of 100

3. Runways 13R/L

As soon as feasible after passing through 300 feet, IFR aircraft
shall turn left to a 090° heading, proceed on runway heading, or
turn right to 160° heading as directed by ATC.
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FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY
AIRPORT TRAFFIC CONTROL TOWER

LOGAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
EAST BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

EFFECTIVE: January 20, 1967ISSUED: January 20, 1967

LOGAN AIRPORT CONTROL TOWER BULLETIN NO. 67-1
PREFERENTIAL RUNWAY SYSTEM

This bulletin cancels Logan Tower Bulletin 66-6 effective September 26, 1966,

I. Purpose
The purpose of this bulletin is to implement Federal Air Regulation 91.87
by establishing a preferential runway system to provide for the uniform
application of traffic pattern rules which would enhance both the safety
of airport flight operations and the abatement of aircraft noise as it affects
communities in the vicinity of Logan International Airport.

11, General
(a) Runways listed below are hereby designated as preferential runways

by Airport Traffic Control. Pilots of all large fixed wing aircraft, when
assigned to any such runways, will conform with the runway assign-
ment, except in the circumstances described in paragraph (c).

(b) Order of Runway Preference:
Takeoff: Runways 15-9-22R-22L have equal priority

Runways 4R-33-27-4L,

Landing: All runways equal in priority except Runway 22R, which is
to be used last.

(c) Controllers will assign preferential runway only when (1) crosswind
does not exceed 80 degrees; (2) wind velocity does not exceed 15 knots;
(3) runway is clear of ice, slush, water or any condition which makes
its use unsuitable. If the pilot determines in the interest of safety
that another runway should be used, ATC will assign that runway (air
traffic and other conditions permitting).

This bulletin shall remain in effect until canceled

H. C. Lynch
Chief, Logan Tower

EXHIBIT “H”
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PREFERENTIAL RUNWAY USE PROGRAM
LOGAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

SPECIAL AERONAUTICAL REGULATION NO. 60-1
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

GENERAI

The following preferential runway use procedures govern the operation of air-
craft landing at or taking off from the Boston - Logan Airport.
Nothing in these procedures or in the application thereof shall require any
pilot to utilize a preferential runway which in his judgment may jeopardize
the safety of his flight.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this regulation is to reduce noise nuisance and hazards to per-
sons or property on the ground.

PREFERENTIAL RUNWAY SEQUENCE
The preferential runway sequence for aircraft landing, or taking-off is a;

follows
Landing All runways equal in priority except Runway 22R which will be
considered last.
Take-off 15R or 9; 22R or 22L; 4R; 33L; 27; 4L.

CONDITIONS OF APPLICATION
In the application of this regulation, the following conditions must be satisfied:

1. Weather conditions permitting VFR operations with no compromise to the
safe movement of aircraft operating IFR within the airport control zone.

2. Wind Velocity 15 mph or less up to and including 80 degrees either side
of the runway heading

or

3. Wind Velocity less than six mph, with no downwind component

DETERMINATION OF THE PREFERENTIAL RUNWAY
The preferential runway to be used will be designated by Air Traffic Contro:
hfaccordance with applicable standards.

EXCEPTION
Aircraft weighing less than 12,500 pounds are excepted

The following sets forth the standard noise abatement take-off procedure
with respect to speed, flap management, and throttle management. Other
aspects of the noise abatement take-off are the same as for the routine
take-off given on the following page. This procedure is to be used as
required in conjunction with noise abatement departure routine.

EXHIBIT “I”

‘STANDARD” NOISE ABATEMENT TAKE-OFF
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1. After lift-off, climb in straightaway flight and accelerate to V, + 20 kts
or “flap speed” plus 10 knots, whichever is higher.

After reaching 400 feet AFL, or when clear of all obstacles (whichever is
higher) retract flaps to next lower flap setting while accelerating to next
flap speed phis 10 knots.

3. Continue climb with take-off power at flap speed plus 10 knots, or higher
if necessary to assure limiting deck angle to 15°. (If speed builds to more
than flap speed plus 10 knots while maintaining 15° maximum deck angle,
retract flaps to next lower flap setting continuing if necessary up to 0°
flaps to avoid exceeding 15° deck angle.)

4. At 15000 feet, make smooth power reduction to 1.5 EPR*. Maintain existing
flap acting and flap speed plus 10 knots, and continue climb to 3000 ft. or
until clear of “noise sensitive” area (whichever comes first).

5. After reaching 3000 feet (or clearing “noise sensitive” area) apply normal
climb power, retract flaps per normal retraction/accleration schedule and
continue as on normal climb-out.

�(1) POWER REDUCTION The power reduction at 1500 feet specified
above is selected to provide a rate-of-climb of about 500 FPM under the
most critical conditions of weight and temperature. If, however, after
making initial power reduction to this “target" value airplane perform-
ance is substandard, slight power adjustment may be made to maintain
a rate of climb of 500 FPM.

(2) NO TURNS BELOW 1)00 FT except for emergency or safety of flight, in
which case limit bank angle to 15°.

(3) SAFETY IS OF PRIMARY CONCERN when following these procedures.
Pilot Judgment will remain as the overriding factor in determining
whether or not noise abatement procedures will be followed based upon
flight conditions encountered.

(4) P.A. ANNOUNCEMENT. Prior to take-off, the following announcement
will be made: “In consideration of our neighbors on the ground, a power

reduction will be made during climbout to comply with noise abatement
procedures.”

NOTES:
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MASSACHUSETTS PORT AUTHORITY
AIRPORT MANAGER’S OFFICE

BOSTON-LOGAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

IPARTURE COMPLAINT FORMDEAIRCRAFT APPROACH AND

How Received: Telephone Date

TimePersonal

Letter

Complainant’s Nam

Addr

Telephone No,

Other Witne:

Names & Addresses)

Nature of Complaint: (Information from Complainant)

Time Incident OccurredDate

Inbound OutboundRunway Used

Aircraft description

Aircraft identification number (if observed)

Complainant’s description of incident

Corroborating Data
Probable Runway Use Log entry(s) corresponding to incident re-
ported:

Fit. No. or A/C Nc Time Inbound or Outbound Runway Used

Wind direction Velocity Ceiling
Visibili y

Remarks

EXHIBIT “J”

Complaint I -ived by
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AUTOMATIC SOUND MONITORING AND RECORDING SYSTEM
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The advent of the jet age and the sound which accompanies
these operations has created a difficult problem for theoperators
of airports. ITTs Automatic Sound Monitoring and Recording
System provides a means for automatically monitoring sound
levels at remote locations and recording them at a central station.

The equipment is designed with an inherent flexibility to
meet the operating needs of any user and reflects the utmost in
simplicity, maximum reliability, and ease of installation and
maintenance. System features have resulted in accurate, re-
liable, and stable operation with reduced adjustment, ah'gn-

ntenance requirements,

ROUND-THE-CLOCK OPERATION

gTheAutomatic Sound Monitoring and Recording System comprises:
Remote Monitoring Equipment positioned at various points near

the end of the runways, or in the community, adjacent to the airport.
A central Recording and Switching Station (Common Equipment)

located at a convenient place in the airport, (e.g. control tower)

The Remote Monitor converts ambient sound energy into an elec-
trical signal for transmission to the Common Equipment, via equalized
leased program grade circuits. Each monitor continuously generates an
internal reference tone of constant frequency and amplitude against
which all ambient sounds are compared. The reference tone and
noise exceeding it are sent to the central recording station for record

P
The Common Equipment checks all signals received from the

Remote Monitoring lines and performs the following functions when
any input level is greater than a pre-selected "trigger” value.

B Graphically records measure of sound in perceived decibels on tape.
■ Identifies and records on the tape the line which is receiving the

B Simultaneously records and identifies up to two incoming signals in

H Stops drive motor within a fixed time after the received sound level

*The perceived noise level in decibels (PNdb) reflects the response of
an average person to the sound pressure level.

The reference, start and end of record levels are easily adjusted to

The
Station keeps a continuous record TSBIS
of all aircraft sound.
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AUTOMATIC FEATURE
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ORDER 7100.2

12/27/65

SUBJ: AIRPORT TRAFFIC PATTERNS, TAXI PATTERNS
A.ND AIRCRAFT NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDURES

1. PURPOSE. This Order prescribes policy and procedures concerning the
establishment of airport traffic patterns, aircraft anti-noise flight paths,
and preferential runways.

2. CANCELLATION. This Order cancels Order AT 7100.14 A dated August 2,
1963.

3. REFERENCE. Federal Aviation
91.85, 91.87, 91.89; FAR Part 93;
150/5340-1; and Section 307 (c) of

Regulations (FAR) Part 91, Sections
Advisory Circulars AC 150/5340-5, AC
the Federal Aviation Act of 1958.

4. TRAFFIC PATTERN REQUIREMENTS.
a. At airports with a control tower, pilots of arriving fixed-wing aircraft

are required to circle the airport to the left. Any contrary or addi-
tional traffic pattern requirements for arriving aircraft must be: issued
by the tower as a clearance or instruction; contained in a written
agreement between the aircraft operator and the tower; or prescribed
in a special airport traffic pattern rule in Part 93. Pilots of depart-
ing aircraft are required to comply with any departure procedures
established for that airport by the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA).

b. At airports without a control tower, arriving fixed-wing aircraft are
required to be flown so that all turns are made to the left unless
visual markings indicate that all turns are to be made to the right,
Any additional traffic pattern requirements for arriving aircraft are
not mandatory unless prescribed in a special traffic pattern rule in
Part 93. Pilots of departing aircraft are required to comply with any
FAA traffic pattern established for that airport.

5. POLICY

a. Traffic patterns and/or departure procedures shall be established only
at those airports where the provisions of FAR Part 91 do not meet the
requirements of such airports and specific flight paths are determined
to be necessary by the area manager of his air traffic representative
for reasons of obstructions, terrain, traffic separation or noise abate-
ment; for example, designation of right traffic pattern or traffic pat-
tern altitude because of obstructions or terrain, to minimize conflict
between the traffic patterns at two or more airports or to provide re-
lief from aircraft noise when such relief is found to be necessary.

EXHIBIT “L’
FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY

Washington, D. C.
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Distribution: AT 7100; FAT-1 (4 cys); FAT-2, 3, 4 (2 cys) FAT-7 (1 cy);
FFS-1, 2 (2 cys); FIA-0 (1 cy); External (80T2)

b. Traffic patterns do not include airport operating rules; therefore, such
operating rules shall not be signed or approved by a representative of
the area manager.

c. At airports without a control tower, traffic patterns shall not:
(1) Designate a calm-wind runway.
(2) Prohibit a straight-in approach.

d. Taxi patterns shall be established only at those airports (with and
without a control tower) where a review indicates such patterns are
necessary. They shall not include such areas as parking, tie down, re-
fueling, etc.

e. Aggressive programs shall be developed to alleviate aircraft noise in the
vicinity of our Nation’s airports. Preferential runway systems and anti
noise traffic patterns shall be considered at the earliest time when
analyzing a specific airport for potential problems associated with air
craft noise.

f. There may be locations where internal tower procedures are used to
apply the preferential runway concept, but the procedures have not
been formalized. In the interest of improving our image to the public
with respect to noise problems, these informal preferential runway
procedures shall be published formally in appropriate Letters of Agree-
ment so that they will be a matter of public record.

g. The control of air traffic in accordance with prescribed anti-noise paths
and preferential runway systems, wherever adopted, is secondary only
to considerations of safety. Strict adherence to preferential runway
usage and anti-noise patterns will, in some cases, adversely affect air
traffic handling capabilities. The overall public interest concerning air-
craft noise abatement dictates that certain operational penalties must
be accepted to alleviate aircraft noise even though the penalties may
be objectionable from an air traffic control standpoint.

h. Plans shall be made to initiate noise abatement actions and programs
prior to the appearance of the problem in a community. This will
require working closely with airport managers and user groups in
anticipating possible changes of equipment and/or introduction of new
equipment at specific locations. In essence, a noise problem in a com-
munity should not be allowed to become acute prior to appropriate ac-
tion being initiated.

6. RESPONSIBILITY.
Regional Directors in each region, through appropriate areas managers,
are responsible for the administration of this program in conformance
with the policy and guidelines stated herein.

7. ACTION.
a. Each airport shall be reviewed to determine those which require traffic

patterns and/or preferential runway use procedures. After initial re-
view, further review shall be conducted when information is obtained
which indicates further action is required. Coordination shall be affected
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with airport managers or operators and with appropriate user group;
to ensure full consideration is given to all pertinent factors.

b. To minimize the requirement for controllers to transmit traffic pattern
information to many pilots, traffic patterns established for airports with
control towers should be included in appropriate Letter of Agreement.
At joint-use airports or military bases, they should also be included
in a Letter of Agreement with the military. This should provide for
automatic compliance by pilots of the user groups covered by these
documents.

c. Where airport traffic areas are in proximity or overlap, it may be neces-
sary to revise or establish Letters of Agreement between the control
towers involved to permit aircraft operating to or from each airport
to transmit the other airport traffic area.

d. Coordinate with appropriate Flight Standards personnel all matters
pertaining to the safety of flight with the exception of those related ex-
clusively to the separation of aircraft.

8, PREPARATION OF TRAFFIC PATTERNI
a. A traffic pattern altitude less than 1,500 feet above the surface of the

airport may established for turbine powered fixed-wing aircraft where
compliance with requests from the user/s for lower altitudes will not
adversely affect safety or noise abatement procedures. Such authoriza-
tion —may be provided as individual approval of specific operations or
contained in written agreements between airport users and the tower.

b. The symbols illustrated on the attached drawing (see Attachment 1)
shall be used in order that traffic pattern diagrams may be uniformly
prepared and interpreted. In addition to the symbols illustrated, a
direction arrow indicating true north shall be included. Likewise, the
wind direction for each pattern shall be prominently indicated. The
pattern diagrams shall be so orientated that the top of the diagram
represents north.

c. Air traffic patterns, where required, should be portrayed as a broad
shaded area with broad arrows to indicate the general direction of
flow. A single line should be used only when a specific flight path over
the ground is required (see figures 1, 2, and 4 of Attachment 1). At
airports not served by a control tower and where a right traffic pat-
tern is established, visual markings conforming to Advisory Circular
AC 150/5340-5, Segmented Circle Airport Marker System, must be dis-
played.

d. Each traffic or taxi pattern should, when practicable, be identified wit
the number of the runway concerned (see figures 1, 3, and 5 of At
tachment 1). Advisory Circular AC or 150/5340-1, Marking of Sen
iceable Runways and Taxiways, describes the recommended method o
numbering runways. In the case of an airport where no runways at
provided, each traffic or taxi pattern shall be identified by labeling th
diagram to correspond with the wind direction for which the pattern
prepared (see figure 4 of Attachment 1).

c. Taxi pattern diagrams should show the entire landing area, inc
runways and taxiways and their relationship to loading ramps,
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ing areas, and airport buildings (see figures 3, 4, and 5 of Attachment
1). Taxi patterns should be designed so that:

(1) Taxiing aircraft remain clear of the active runway or landing area
wherever practicable.

(2) The final turn before use of the active runway or landing areas
places the aircraft in a position where incoming traffic may be op-
served.

(3) A definite direction of turn after landing is shown which promot
most expeditious clearing of the runway or landing area.

9. AIRCRAFT NOISE ABATEMENT CONSIDERATIONS. Where specific
anti-noise measures and/or procedures are required and can be provided
without derogation of safety, the following shall apply:
a. Traffic patterns should be aligned to avoid congested areas, or where

residential encroachment is general in the vicinity of the airport, traf
fie patterns should be aligned to overfly the least number of peopl
in the area. If this is impractical, fan-out departures and arrival:
should be considered in order to spread noise more equitably in sur
rounding communities. Specified altitudes should be considered in con
junction with traffic pattern design.

b. Noise abatement considerations require that every effort be made,
through the use of navigational aids, radar vectoring, or off-course
climbs, to route Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) aircraft, during Visual
Flight Rule (VFR) or IFR weather conditions, along flight paths
compatible with noise abatement routes.

c. Arrival and departure procedures should be established over the least
congested areas. In developing these procedures, aircraft climb capa-
bilities should be considered and an effort made to minimize low alti-
tude operations.

d. Where present navigational system and/or aids are not compatible with
potential noise abatement procedures, relocation or establishment of
new facilities should be considered. This also applies to landing aids
such as Instrument Landing Systems and/or Visual Approach Systems
Indicator equipment in order to further assist pilots in maintaining
stabilized approaches over noise sensitive areas.

10, PREFERENTIAL RUNWAY SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS. Where it has
been determined that a preferential runway system is required, the follow-
ing shall apply:
a. Determine the “order of runway preference,” starting with the run-

way permitting flight over the least populated area and progressin.
by order to decreasing preference, ending with the runway that affects
the most heavily settled area. In some cases, it will be necessary to
establish one order of priority for landing and another for take-off, or
a different “order of runway preference” for turbojet aircraft than that
established for conventional aircraft.

b. Request report of reasons for noncompliance with preferential runways
only when continued pilot requests for another runway may indicate a
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need for procedural changes or when, in the judgment of the con-
troller, the pilot’s determination to use another runway was not made
on the basis of safety. Written pilot reports shall be reviewed by the
Chief Airport Traffic Controller in conjunction with Flight Standards
personnel, to determine the need for a procedural change or the prep-
aration of an incident report on Form FAA-304A in accordance with
current instructions in the Handbook of Facility Operation, AT P 7230,
IA.

c. Advise the pilot of an aircraft which is subject to preferential runway
requirements that the runway assigned is the preferential runway only
when the pilot requests the use of another runway.

11. NOTIFICATION.
a. Traffic and taxi patterns, including VFR arrival and departure routes

and preferential runways, shall include an effective date and shall be
signed by a representative of the area manager. A revision shall can-
cel the previous document by reference to its effective date. The air-
port management and other appropriate authorities shall be requested
in writing to display such patterns at prominent locations on the air-
port so that pilots will have an opportunity to become familiar with
them.

b. Current traffic patterns and preferential runway use procedures shall
be disseminated to airport operators and users. In addition, this in-
formation should also be disseminated by means of Pilot Bulletins,
correspondence, or any other available means.

c. Current information on, and subsequent establishment or revision of
VFR arrival and departure procedures (excluding taxi patterns and
preferential runways), established in accordance with the provisions
of this Order, shall be reported to the Flight Information Division,
AT-600. This report will be entitled “Airport Traffic Patterns: Arrival
and Departure Procedures (RIS: AT 7100-1),” and shall be submitted
on FAA Form 3519. These procedures and revisions thereto will be
published in the Airman’s Information Manual. This will normally be
within 45 days after receipt by AT-600.

12. MISCELLANEOUS
a. A complete file of record shall be kept pertaining to the development,

coordination, and establishment of airport traffic patterns and noise
abatement procedures.

b. Should two or more airports be located in such proximity to preclude
application of the foregoing procedures, consideration should be given
to development of a special regulation for inclusion in Part 93 of the
Federal Aviation Regulations. It is emphasized that adoption of a
special regulation is considered to be the last resort. Any such recom-
mendations should be forwarded to the Airspace Regulations and Pro-
cedures Division, AT-500, along with complete background and full
justification.

APPROVED DECEMBER 27, 1965
Attachment
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Attachment I7100.2
12/27/65

ATTACHMENT 1.AIRPORT TRAFFIC AND TAXI PATTERNS
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